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Junior Web Developer

Location Mumbai

Team Studio Substance

About Us
Subko is committed to an ideal: to help reimagine, re-design. and re-invent an unlikely origin- the Indian 
Subcontinent--as a legitimate contributor to the global specialty coffee, craft baking and pod-to-bar chocolate 
making movements. Only raw materials enter Subko’s facilities: all of the coffee, bakehouse and cacao products 
are crafted from scratch, in house. From crop to cup, pod to bar, and farm to table. We aim to provide a detailed, 
high-quality coffee, bake and chocolate experience to all our guests.

Job Description
We are seeking an experienced and skilled Junior Web Developer to join our team, with a focus on developing 
and managing our web architecture using Shopify API and/or Liquid. The ideal candidate will have at least 1-2 
years of experience in these technologies and be able to create and maintain both visually appealing and highly 
functional web pages, as well as manage our e commerce platform effectively.

Responsibilities
1. Web Development and Customization: Leverage your expertise in Shopify API and Liquid to

develop, customize, and optimize our web architecture. This includes building responsive web pages and 
creating custom-designed sections that align with project requirements and design specifications.

2. E-Commerce Platform Management: Utilize Shopify for e-commerce platform management, ensuring 
seamless integration, functionality, and maintenance of product listings, descriptions, and pricing.

3. System Integration and Optimization: Collaborate in integrating and optimizing the use of Shopify and any 
front end builder, focusing on enhancing both the functional and visual aspects of our web architecture to 
deliver a cohesive and user-friendly experience.

4. Proactive Maintenance: Continuously monitor and maintain the health of our web architecture, ensuring all 
components are updated, functioning correctly, and consistently available to users.

5. Cross-Team Collaboration: Work closely with designers and other teams to understand requirements and 
deliver solutions that meet business objectives and enhance user experience.

6. Keeping Up-to-Date: Stay informed about the latest trends and best practices in front- end
development, Shopify API, Liquid, Hydrogen/Headless Commerce and other relevant technologies to 
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continually improve our web presence.

Qualifications
Minimum 1 year of experience with Shopify API and Liquid.

Proficient in CSS, and foundational JavaScript.

Strong understanding of responsive design principles and ability to implement them.

Experience in translating design files (e.g., from Figma) into functional web pages.

Experience with Webflow and ReactJS is a plus, indicating a broader skill set and the ability to handle diverse 
front-end development tasks.

Excellent attention to detail.

Strong communication and collaboration skills.

Perks of Joining our team
You will be part of a company which is growing at an exponential rate, started
just 3 days before the lockdown in 2020! We were able to grow from a team of 20 to 120+.in a span of 3 years. 
We are a bunch of very young and ambitious people who are excited to learn and grow each passing day. One 
thing we can definitely bet on is that you will love working with us and grow in your career.

Apart from that some benefits include:
- Mediclaim
- Travel Allowance
- Lunch Facilities
- Employee discount available at our outlets
- Provident Fund

How to Apply
Email ID: - whatsyourspecialty@subko.coffee
Contact Number: - +91 7021 215 787 (Monday-Friday - 11.00 AM to 6.00 PM)

SUB KO COFFEE PRIVATE LIMITED

Registered Address: 8-2-293/82/A/1239, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad – 500033 Website: www.subko.coffee
Corporate Address: Unit No. 2 Jak Compound, D K, 1st Cross Ln, Tel No.: +91 90047 00654 Byculla East, 
Mumbai – 400027 CIN: U55209TG2019PTC132480
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